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Synopsis
Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton exposes Obama administration secrecy, secrets, and corruption by providing behind-the-scenes details of what America’s leading government watchdog has uncovered in its and successful legal battles to pry loose secret documents from a stonewalling Obama administration. Judicial Watch, America’s largest non-partisan government watchdog, has investigated the Clinton, Bush, and Obama administrations. Judicial Watch is the group that helped impeach Bill Clinton and took the Bush White House secrecy all the way up to the Supreme Court. Since the beginning of the Obama administration, this grassroots group has filed over 700 open records demands and dozens of lawsuits, including a successful fight over the secret Obama White House visitor logs. In this book, Fitton reveals what Judicial Watch has uncovered in its battles on high-profile issues, such as the bailouts, Obamacare, terrorism, the Black Panther scandal, czars, the ACORN network, illegal immigration and stealth amnesty, the Obama White House’s actions against FOX News Channel, and Obama’s radical Chicago connections.

The book provides highlights of Judicial Watch’s historic role in pursuing corruption and the truth during the Clinton and Bush administrations. The Corruption Chronicles comprehensively highlights how the Obama administration, which promised to be the most transparent administration in history, became the most secretive in a generation, and it exposes the inside facts that the Obama administration has desperately fought “sometimes in court” to keep from the American people. A major feature documentary film is slated to debut nationally in late Spring 2012 and will tie in to and support the release of Secrets. Both the film and the book will educate the American public about the Obama White House’s creation of a government “transparency crisis” in Washington, DC.
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Recent polls show 87% Oppose Letting Government Officials Play Politics In the Marketplace, which is exactly the opposite of Obama’s Chicago Cronyism. This book is needed and it fills a void. There are several good books about Obama’s hatred of America (The Roots of Obama’s Rage), about his links to -- and support by -- almost every group that hates America (The Manchurian President), and at least one good one -- written by a liberal and based on interviews with those who are close to Obama -- that seeks to explain his bad policies (The Amateur). There is even a book that documents that what Obama is doing are the same policies as espoused by his Communist mentor, Frank Marshall Davis (The Communist). The Roots of Obama’s Rage The Manchurian President: Barack Obama’s Ties to Communists, Socialists and Other Anti-American Extremists The Amateur The Communist In addition, there are several books dealing with Obama Administration corruption in specific areas.

Deeply disturbing and non-partisan in its attacks. Republicans and Democrats alike come in for a skewering by the country’s foremost government watchdog. Divided into 3 parts, the first briefly touches on scandals dealt with during the Clinton and Bush Administrations. Part II discusses Judicial Watch’s interactions with the Obama Administration, and Part III looks at the future with its leading chapter entitled, "How to Steal an Election in Plain Sight." Judicial Watch makes frequent use of the Freedom of Information Act to obtain information on government activities they believe were not sufficiently vetted. The Bush administration generally denied these requests "on principle." The Obama Administration has been even more walled off. Candidate Obama promised to conduct a transparent government, yet a workshop on transparency in government was ironically kept secret. (p. 194) It is demoralizing to read of the ethical challenges of key Obama appointees such as Eric Holder and Hillary Clinton. We know they survived the confirmation process. So many other appointees, however, proved so ethically challenged that President Obama came to rely on the czar approach. I’ll agree with Fitton here--it appears to bypass the vetting that is required by law. Not to mention bloats the bureaucracy. Fitton refers to Obama’s "Nixonian approach" to Fox News when the Obama Administration tried to cut Fox News out of a series of interviews with Pay Czar Kenneth
Feinburg in March of 2009. When the other networks refused to participate until Fox was included, the Administration was forced to relent.
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